
We like the previous Navara, offering good road manners combined with off road 
ability, grunt and useful towing capacity. However it has been around a while and 
visually at least was beginning to look a little older.

Before you even fire up the all-new 2.3 twin-turbo lump you can tell the NP300 is 
different. Visually there is a new, chunkier, more refined feel. The truck looks the part, both handsome and 
intricate - the high front brow gives it excellent road presence. Jump inside and there is a luxurious feel 
to the interior - clean, well laid out design and class leading levels of tech and connectivity along with                     
excellent all round visibility. The optional sunroof really adds to the airy feel of the cab.

We have as usual laid on a full week for the 
NP300, ranging from our standard 110 mile 
test route to several cross country runs, some 
light off road beach action, and to top it off 
the Navara meets a 680 bhp R35 GTR whilst 
delivering the UK’s largest firework at the 
prestigious Catton Hall Festival Of Fireworks.

The Navara, despite its size, is a very easy 
machine to park due to impressive lock and a 
very clever camera system shared with other 
Nissan vehicles. The system uses carefully 
positioned cameras around the body and some 
software witchcraft to display what appears to 
be a vertical view of the car from above. This 
makes tight spots and parking a real breeze - 
the Around View Monitor is standard on this 
Tekna specification vehicle.

We test the latest Navara - the 2.3 twin-
turbocharged NP300 Tekna in Savannah Yellow
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Out on the road the 2.3 
litre 4 pot diesel lump pulls 
well and smoothly to even 
under heavy load. 

The engine likes to rev and 
despite the great low down 
torque it continues to pull 
hard all the way to 4000 
rpm with a definite sweet 
spot between 2500 and 
3500 when the turbos are 
fully spooled up. 

Gearing is a little lower 
than rivals with the Navara 
running at around 2500rpm 
at motorway speed in 6th - 
despite this engine noise is 
minimal inside the cabin.

Our trip to Fairbourne 
beach mid-week really 
gives the NP300 a work 
out - a mix of town, traffic, 
motorway, A-roads and 
single track. The Navara 
performs well with 
excellent road manners 
and after the 3 hour drive 
from HQ we do not feel 
uncomfortable which is 
testament to the ride and 
seat design. We would 
hope so too with the seats 
reportedly having design 
input from NASA. 
Rocket chairs or not 
someone has very carefully 
set out the interior and we 
like it - it’s practical, good 
looking and pleasant to 
be in.

Out on test the first thing noticed is the lack of bounce from the rear of 
the truck - the familiar sound and feel of the Navara is still there but the 
back end bounce commonly found in all leaf sprung pickups has been 
tamed by the new 5 point coil spring rear suspension setup. When driven 
gently the ride is extremely smooth and composed particularly for a 
pickup. When pushed hard the Navara offers some of the highest grip 
levels we have experienced in this type of vehicle and beyond the limit it 
is very predictable with no tendency to snap slide.

Being the double cab version, practicality is excellent and the truck 
makes a fine family mover as well as work vehicle. Our test Navara has 
proven to be a very practical family vehicle with passengers being 
spoilt for leg-room and headroom in the front and rear. The Isofix 
system locating points are some of the easiest to connect to that we 
have ever seen - 10/10 Nissan.

The steering offers acceptable feedback and is 
well weighted, one slight gripe noticed when 
negotiating a sharp lock to lock or a very tight 
mini roundabout is the number of turns required 
to go from lock to lock - just a few too many 
which can make quick maneuvering a bit hectic.

The large load bed swallows up our beach 
equipment and the aerodynamics of the truck 
ensure that nothing in the rear flaps excessively 
or moves en route. 

As we descend to the beach we engage the 
four-wheel drive system and select “4 low”, the 
Navara bites into the odd mixture of surfaces and 
handles the cobbles and deep gravel well, sand 
- both hard and soft - as well as 18” deep claggy 
mud are all handled with ease. 

The rear view camera is a helpful feature when 
lining up on the slipway to collect your boat 
without falling into the sea! The powerful heated 
seats and climate control system soon dry us off 
after a day at the british beach and we journey 
back to Boys’ Toys Magazine HQ in comfort, 
whilst enjoying the excellent follow me home 
headlights.
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“When pushed hard the 
Navara offers some of the 
highest grip levels we have 
experienced in this type of 
vehicle”

“The Navara bites into the odd mixture 
of surfaces and handles the cobbles and 
deep gravel well, sand - both hard and 
soft - as well as 18” deep claggy mud are 
all handled with ease”

Navara 
NP300

NP300 amongst good 
company...

The spacious and practical interiorhas 
plenty of leg and head room for both 
front and rear occupants
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Next up we swap modes - family car to rough, tough 4x4 
work truck. 

Preparations on site for the Festival of Fireworks at Catton 
Hall in Derbyshire begin early the day before the show. We 
arrive at the crack of dawn with the NP300 fully loaded with 
equipment and a Yamaha 250 Raptor quad bike in tow for 
commuting around on site. 

Towing in the Navara is smooth and relaxed, loading the 
large caveman-style barbeque into the rear is not. Our test 
vehicle is fitted with the optional slide out load tray. Whilst 
handy for a single awkward or heavy object this option 
does somewhat limit the usefulness of the load bed and   
significantly reduces its size - unless you have a specific 
need for it (anvil transport?) we feel it’s best avoided.

The NP300 attracts a lot of positive attention from the       
various crew on site and is certainly a bold eye-catching 
vehicle particularly in this shade of Savannah yellow. 

Golden 
Boy 

Stunning finale sequence of the Jubilee Fireworks 
display at the prestigious Catton Hall Festival Of 
Fireworks 2016 

The specification of the Tekna NP300 is very 
impressive - unusual stuff to note in this sector 
includes forward facing radar, an anti-collision auto 
brake system, all round camera system, excellent 
navigation and infotainment system, follow me 
home headlights, hill descent control  and the very 
impressive limited slip e-differential. 

We like the blend of premium car features fitted, 
and coupled with the rugged 4x4 system and 
extreme practicality the NP300 feels a very com-
petent and complete vehicle capable of satisfying 
many drivers‘ requirements.

We averaged 34.8mpg over 1000 miles of mixed 
driving including towing. This we feel is impressive 
for a vehicle of this size and the extensive use that 
it had during its time on test.

We found the Navara NP300 to be a very complete 
vehicle, it raises the bar for the sector giving a very 
satisfying combination of specification, feel, safety, 
practicality, price and pride of ownership. 

The balance between comfortable 4x4 and work 
vehicle is a tricky one to master but this is as close 
as it currently gets. For £24,792.50 list, the NP300 
Tekna is an explosive proposition that you should 
definitely consider.
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The impressive rear load space makes easy work 
of transporting the UK’s largest firework

Carefully does it - the monster 16” mortar tube 
is expertly hauled into position

After summoning a digger to excavate the launch site we need to move 
the 16” 100+kg mortar tube used to launch the UK’s largest firework across 
the site, so into the back it goes. Once loaded, positioning the truck for the 
drop into the hole is easy thanks to the all round camera system and in no 
time the tube is dug in ready to be loaded for the display.

Time to bury it with the JCB!

Navara, Raptor & Piper Cub - what else do you need?


